Using SIMD Instructions in Windows* 8 Store Apps

Abstract
SIMD instruction sets can be used to boost performance in Windows 8 Store applications. This document focuses on how to create a SIMD library that can be consumed by any Windows 8 Store application programmed in any supported language. This paper shows how to begin making a SIMD library programmed in C++/CX, and three similar applications that use libraries written in C++/CX and XAML, C# and XAML, as well as JavaScript and HTML5. The SIMD library will aid in speeding up the applications.

Introduction
Windows 8 introduced a new interface called Windows 8 UI; it is a vast departure from traditional Windows UIs. Legacy applications cannot run on top of the new UI as application development is built on top of a new environment known as the Windows Runtime. We ask: will support for certain hardware features be available as they were for desktop development?

This article shows how SIMD can take advantage of hardware features like SSE and AVX, to boost performance in Windows Store applications. We will explain how to include SIMD features in C++, C#/VB, or JavaScript applications.

SIMD Instruction Sets
SIMD stands for Single Instruction Multiple Data. That’s what the instruction does - applies a single instruction or calculation to multiple pieces of data. Vectorizing a collection of data exposes application runtime parallelism. Applications with heavy loads of calculations that don’t take advantage of SIMD will use scalar calculations and produce one result for each instruction. A vectorized solution will perform the same calculation on a group of two or more pieces of data for each instruction. With SIMD to vectorize the same collection of data, applications have the ability to increase throughput.

Intel introduced three SIMD instruction families starting in 1996. The first was MMX (not implemented in sample). Intel® architecture allowed up to eight pieces of data to be calculated using one instruction. In 1999, SSE, Streaming SIMD Extension, was introduced and allowed 2x more throughput than MMX instructions when applied to the same application. This means SSE can perform calculations to 16 pieces of data. Four expansions were built on top of SSE to further its capabilities with SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, and SSE4. Introduced in 2011, Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX) is a set of instructions that allow 2x more throughput than SSE and 4x more throughput than MMX in the same application. Intel® AVX capabilities allow it to perform calculations for up to 32 pieces of data.
The Sample Applications
We assume you understand how to build a Windows 8 Store app. The sample applications are built from the templates in Visual Studio 2012. There are references at the end of the document that show you how to build a Windows 8 Store application.

To get started, open any of the three sample applications in Visual Studio* 2012. Compile and run the program and you will see four sections. One section generates data and the other three execute calculations on the generated data. Every time the Data Size or Loop Count is changed, you must tap “Generate and Set Loop Count!” Tap any of the execution buttons, one at a time, and a progress bar will show that it is working.

Figure 1: Using the Application

Each sample will have the same UI, so take your pick. When running one of the applications, you will find that you can activate all three executions at once, but you will have to wait longer for all of them to finish.

Now let’s look at the code from SIMDLibrary. Open SIMDLibrary.sln in Visual Studio 2012. Inspect GenerateData.h and you will find the definition of the GenerateData class. The class defines asynchronous methods of each type of execution, scalar and vector calculations, because we know this kind of calculation will take over one second. Failing to make this asynchronous will cause any application that uses this library to block and prevent the user from continuing work on the app or having UI feedback on the screen.
Code 1: SIMD Library Class used by Sample Applications

```csharp
public ref class GenerateData sealed
{
    public:
    GenerateData();
    Windows::Foundation::IAsyncOperation<double>^ GenerateAsync(int32 numGenerate, int32 numLoop);
    Windows::Foundation::IAsyncOperation<double>^ RegExecuteAsync();
    Windows::Foundation::IAsyncOperation<double>^ SSEExecuteAsync();
    Windows::Foundation::IAsyncOperation<double>^ AVXExecuteAsync();

    private:
    float32* Data;
    uint32 DataSize;
    uint32 LoopCount;
};
```

Each calculation is wrapped in the method. Each method executes the same calculation, but is implemented differently depending on which calculation, scalar or vectorized, we are doing in SSE or AVX.

Inspect one of the execution methods and see how to construct an asynchronous object that can be used by Windows 8 Store applications.

Code 2: Asynchronous Object is returned to Caller

```csharp
IAasyncOperation<double>^ GenerateData::SSEExecuteAsync()
{
    return create_async( [this] () {
        time_t start, end;
        time(&start);
        for(uint32 i = 0; i < LoopCount; i++)
        {
            for(uint32 j = 0; j < DataSize; j += 4)
            {
                auto x = _mm_loadu_ps(&Data[j]);
                auto y = _mm_add_ps(x, x);
                auto z = _mm_mul_ps(x, x);
                z = _mm_add_ps(z, y);
                _mm_storeu_ps(&Data[j], z);
            }
        }
        time(&end);
        return difftime(end, start);
    });
}
```
The C++ syntax above may not seem familiar to you. It was introduced in C++11. A reference at the end of the document can show you how to write lambda functions. The C++ compiler has intrinsic functions that are recognized as SSE or AVX instructions. The other supported languages on the Windows RunTime do not recognize SEE or AVX intrinsic functions.

The create_async() function packages up a lambda function and returns an instance of the implementation to the caller. Then it’s ready to be executed whenever the caller sees fit. This model of asynchronous program is used the same way for each other asynchronous methods programmed in this library. C++, C#, and JavaScript have its own model of invoking asynchronous code.

After creating a library that executes SIMD instructions, you can build other applications that consume these components. For each new project using a SIMD library, we will want to reference it.

For each sample application, follow these directions:

1. Right click on your solution in the Solution Explorer tab
2. Choose Add
3. Choose Existing Project
4. Browse to find the SIMD library solution file to add the project to the application you’ll program

Figure 2: Adding Library to Current Project for Easy Reference
After these steps, you can create instances of the GenerateData class because you will have the application reference the SIMD Library.

1. Right click on the project
2. Click References
3. Click Add New Reference
4. On the left where Solution collapses is Projects, choose SIMDLibrary and hit OK

With the GenerateData class, you can now run SIMD instructions. The following code illustrates how each language instantiates the GenerateData class so the application can invoke asynchronous operations with SIMD instructions.

**Code 3: C++ Declaration of GenerateData within MainPage.xaml.h**

```c++
namespace SIMDSampleAppCpp
{
    public ref class MainPage sealed
    {
        ...
        private:
            //SIMD class which wraps all the SIMD operations
            SIMDLibrary::GenerateData^ Data;
        ...
    }
}
```

**Code 4: C++ Instantiation of GenerateData within MainPage.xaml.cpp at page construction**

```c++
MainPage::MainPage()
{
    Data = ref new GenerateData();
    InitializeComponent();
}
```

**Code 5: C# Declaration and Instantiation of GenerateData within MainPage.xaml.cs**

```csharp
public sealed partial class MainPage : SIMDSampleAppCS.Common.LayoutAwarePage{
    //SIMD class which wraps all the SIMD operations
    private GenerateData Data;

    public MainPage()
    {
        Data = new GenerateData();
        InitializeComponent();
    }
    ...
}
```
Code 6: JavaScript Declaration and Instantiation of GenerateData within default.js

```javascript
(function () {
    "use strict";
    ...
    // SIMD Class that wraps SIMD operations
    var SIMD = new SIMDLibrary.GenerateData();
    var dataSize = 0;
    var loopCount = 0;
    ...
})();
```

After construction of the GenerateData, each application can generate data to calculate with the scalar method and vectorized methods, SSE and AVX. Each language has their own model of invoking asynchronous objects. We’ll inspect the SSE asynchronous invocation to run SIMD instructions for each language below. Each other asynchronous method follows this same model.

Code 7: C++ Invocation of Asynchronous SIMD Method

```c++
void SIMDSampleAppCpp::MainPage::SSETapped(Platform::Object^ sender,
                                            Windows::UI::Xaml::Input::TappedRoutedEventArgs^ e)
{
    // UI feedback
    SSEProgBar->Visibility = static_cast<Windows::UI::Xaml::Visibility>(0);
    auto asyncOperation = Data->SSEExecuteAsync();
    SSETime->Text = "Working...";

    // Call async operation of SIMD class to execute SSE operations
    // Calculations is handled by the SIMD class and is not implemented here
    create_task(asyncOperation).then(
        [this] (double time)
        {
            // UI feedback
            SSETime->Text = time + " sec to execute";
            SSEProgBar->Visibility =
                static_cast<Windows::UI::Xaml::Visibility>(1);
        }
    );
}
```
Code 8: C# Invocation of Asynchronous SIMD Method

```csharp
private async void SSETapped(object sender, TappedRoutedEventArgs e)
{
    // UI Feedback
    SSEProgBar.Visibility = (Windows.UI.Xaml.Visibility)0;

    // Call async operation of SIMD class to execute SSE operations
    // Calculations is handled by the SIMD class and is not implemented here
    SSETime.Text = "Working...");
    var asyncOperation = Data.SSEExecuteAsync();
    await asyncOperation;

    // UI Feedback
    double time = asyncOperation.GetResults();
    SSETime.Text = time + " sec to execute";
    SSEProgBar.Visibility = (Windows.UI.Xaml.Visibility)1;
}
```

Code 9: JavaScript Invocation of Asynchronous SIMD Method

```javascript
function sseOnTapped() {

    // UI Feedback
    var resultText = document.getElementById("sseResults");
    var progressBar = document.getElementById("sseProgress");
    var progress = document.createElement("progress");
    progressBar.appendChild(progress);
    resultText.innerHTML = "Working...");

    // Call async operation of SIMD class to execute SSE operations
    // Calculations is handled by the SIMD class and is not implemented here
    SIMD.sseexecuteAsync().then(function (result) {

        // UI Feedback
        progressBar.removeChild(progress);
        resultText.innerHTML = result + " sec to execute";
    });
}
```

The languages model of invocation of asynchronous methods are very similar. They each receive the asynchronous object and invoke its code. Since it’s asynchronous, any code part of .then() method, await operator, or then function for C++, C#, or JavaScript respectively will be executed when the asynchronous code finishes.

The application does not handle any calculations. The SIMD library handles all calculations and hands off any values to the application after it finishes its job. Each application, with the use of the library, shows users how much faster vectorized data is compared to the computation of single pieces of data.
Performance Results

Figure 3 shows the results from the JavaScript version of the application. Regular, or scalar execution of the randomly generated data shows an execution time of around 231 seconds. As expected SSE and AVX execution on the same data shows enhanced performance. SSE finishes its execution 37 seconds and AVX finishes 30 seconds. This is almost 8x faster performance when using AVX. The C++ and C# version of the application produce similar results.

Figure 3: Results of Running JavaScript Sample Application

Conclusion

SIMD exposes vectorized calculations on workloads that require many calculations. This leads to performance boosts in applications. Windows 8 Store applications can take advantage of this technology. This technology can be exposed by programming a library of SIMD methods readily consumed by any Windows 8 Store application.
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